Operations from Scandinavia to Beef Island – Summer Schedule 2021

The following airlines connect STO-OSL-CPH and HEL with EIS:

- **Via New York (JFK) and Puerto Rico (SJU)** Puerto Rico & via Chicago (ORD) and Puerto Rico (SJU)
  SAS + Frontier Airlines + InterCaribbean Airways - DAILY
  American Airlines + Delta - DAILY
  American Airlines + JetBlue - DAILY
  United Airlines - DAILY
- **Via Paris (France) and St. Maarten: Mon, Tue, Wed and Thu**
  Air France
  o June 1 – 3
  o June 7 – 10
  o June 14 – 17
  o June 21 – 24
  o June 28 – July 1
  o July 7 - 8
  o July 12 – 15
  o July 19 – 22
  o July 26 – 29
- **Via Amsterdam and St. Maarten: Codeshare AF**
  KLM: MON-WED-FRI (KLM has daily flights to SMX Code share AF)
  
  1. KL AMS CDG (KLM from Amsterdam to Paris then, KLM (via Air France) from Paris to St. Maarten)
     AF: KL CDG SXM
     JY: SXM EIS
  2. KL AMS CDG
     AF:KL CDG SXM
     JY: SXM EIS

  KLM has also service via Amsterdam to London and Antigua: Codeshare with Delta via JFK and SJU

  1. KLM AMS LHR (KLM from Amsterdam to London then, KLM (via Virgin Atlantic) from London to Antigua)
     *VS LHR - ANU
     JY ANU - EIS

  2. KL:VS AMS LHR (KLM from Amsterdam to London then, KLM (via Virgin Atlantic) from London to Antigua)
     VS LHR - ANU
     JY ANU - EIS

  3. KL:DL AMS - JFK
     NK EWR - SJU
     9K:B6 SJU - EIS

  **Via London and Antigua:** SK + Virgin Atlantic (LHR)+ INTERCARIBBEAN AIRWAYS - Daily
  1. *VS LHR - ANU
     JY ANU - EIS
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